ZAŁĄCZNIK NR 1

HAIR

To let your hair down = to behave in a less serious way (PÓJŚĆ W TANGO, ZASZALEĆ)

To keep your hair on = to want sb. who is angry to calm down (USPOKOIĆ KOGOŚ)

Keep your hair on! – Nie gorączkuj się!

To tear your hair out = to be very worried, anxious or angry (RWAĆ SOBIE WŁOSY Z GŁOWY)

HEAD

It’s like banging your head against a brick wall = to try for a long time to achieve sth., persuade sb. to do sth. but without success (TO JAK WALENIE GŁOWĄ O MUR)

To have one’s head in the clouds = not to be fully aware of a situation (BUJAĆ W OBŁOKACH)

To have an old head on young shoulders = to seem older than you really are; talk or think like an older person (BYĆ DOJRZAŁYM JAK NA SWÓJ WIEK)

LEG

To pull one’s leg = to try to make sb. believe sth. as a joke (NABIERAĆ KOGOŚ)

To cost an arm and a leg = to be very expensive (KOSZTOWAĆ KUPĘ FORSY)

Not to have a leg to stand on = not be able to prove sth. (NIE MIEĆ ARGUMENTÓW, NIE MIEĆ NIC, NA CZYM MOŻNA SIĘ OPRZEĆ)